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Kemal EbcioBlu
IBM, Thomas |. Watson Research Center
P.O. Box 704
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598 USA

lntroduction

In this paper, we report on a rule-based expert sys-
tem called CHORAL, for harmonization and Schen-
kerian analysis of chorales in the style of f. S. Bach.
We first briefly compare our approach with some
current trends in algorithmic composition and mu-
sic analysis, and we then describe the CHORAL
system itself.

Overuiew of Current Approaches to Algorithmic
Music

Quite a few trends in algorithmic composition to-
day are based on a streamlined formalism, for ex-
ample, in the form of random generation of note
attributes using elegant statistical distributions
(Xenakis l97l), terse and powerful formal gram-
mars (fones l98l), elegant mathematical models

{Kendall l98l; Vaggione 1984), or generalizations of
serial composition procedures (Laske l98il. The
economy and elegance of the formal representation
underlying these musical styles (which are not in
the least less respectable than traditional styles of
music), may often have an aesthetic appeal in and
of themselves. On the other hand, traditional music
and most of modern music, which are usually com-
posed without a computer, do not seem to permit
such economical representations. In the traditional
style, the typical basic training the composer has to
go through in harmony, strict counterpoint, fugue,

This research was supportcd by NSF grant DCR-83 l (1665, and a
malor p()r t lon ot  r t  was donc at  thc L)cp: i r tment of  Computcr
Sctcncc, S.U.N.Y. at  l lut ia lo,  undcr the thrccrron of  my advisor,
thc late Prot .  fohn Myhi l l .  A prelminary verston ot  th is papcr
appearcd rn the I ) roccer l inNs ol  the 1986 lntemat ional  Cornputer
i l lustc Cort terencc {San Francisco: Cornputer Musrc Associatron).

Crrrnputcr Nlusrc fournal ,  Vr l .  I2,  No. . ] ,  Fr l l  l9gB.
, '  I9t f . i  Nlessachusctts Inst i tutc rr f  ' Icchnology.

An Expert System for
Harmonizing Four-part
Ghorales

and orchestration already imposes a certain mini-
mal complexrty on the amount of knowledge re-
quired to describe such a style.

Also, many will agree that a similar complexity
can be observed in the works of modern "non-
computer" composers l ike Karlheinz Stockhausen,
Pierre Boulez, Gyorgi Ligeti, fan Rychlik, and Steve
Reich (his later compositions). It seems that musi-
cal composition is a hard mental task that requires
a substantial amount of knowledge, and any serious
attempt to simulate "noncomputer" music com-
position on the computer would have to face the
task of constructing a formal model of consider-
able complexity. We have found that even the al-
gorithmic representation of the knowledge under-
lying the seemingly simple Bach chorale style is a
task that already borders the intractable.

As for the music analysis field, the prevailing
trends seem to emphasize selective and unobvious
properties of music; for example, a golden section
in some motets of Dufay (Sandresky 1981), or a
surprising log-normal distribution in the disso-
nances within some chorales of Bach (Knopoff and
Hutchinson l98l). Even the analysis approaches
that capture a profound structure in tonal music,
such as reduction techniques (Schenker 1979;
Lerdahl and fackendoff 1983), are sti l l  based on
finding a selective property (the property that the
prece has a plausible parsing). These properties,
although interesting in their own right, do not
constitute a satisfactory explanation of the music
in question, in the sense that there exist many
"pieces" that have these properties, but that have
no relationsh.ip with the style.

An alternative approach that would perhaps pro-
vide a more satisfactory understanding of thc mu-
sic,  is  to at tempt to algor i thmical ly generate pieces
in the sarne approximatc sty le.  Thcre have alreadv
been some attempts at  th is analysis by synthcsis
approach to music in some simpler t radi t ional
sty lcs,  such as fo lk melodies (Zar ipov l9(r0),  or  thc
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f irst two phrases of Bach chorale melodies {Baroni
and facoboni L976lr. But there are two problems as-
sociated with extending this approach to more sub-
stantial traditional styles. First, it may be diff icult
to prevent the designer of such a resynthesis al-
gorithm from introducing traits that would dtstort
the style in an unscholarly fashion (this unscholar-
l iness may be trivially removed by resynthesizing
only the original pieces of the composer in some
interesting way-but we feel that the approach of
synthesizinfl new pieces is also worthwhile). The
second, and more fundamental problem is that, al-
though there has been good progress in the auto-
mated synthesis of sound (Mathews et al. 1969i
Roads and Strawn 1985), the automated composi-
tion of nontrivial tonal music is to date not suffi-
ciently understood {and is sti l l  regarded with some
suspicion in the traditional circles). The present re-
search is an attempt to further our understanding of
the mechanical generation of music, by extending
the analysis by synthesis approach to a more com-
plex style, the style of the Bach chorale harmoniza-
tions. To cope with the complexity of the problem,
we have developed a rule-based approach inspired
from recent research in artif icial intell igence, as
well as from a heuristic search method that we had
used in an earlier, smaller-scale strict counterpoint
program (Ebcioflu 1979, 1980lr.

BS[: An Efficient Logic Programming Language

Perhaps because of its inherent diff iculty, the gen-
eration of nontrivial tonal music appears to require
large computat ional  resources. In typrcal  compur-
ing environrnentsr artif icial intcll igence (AI) Ian-
guages such as Prolog or Lisp tend to be too slow
for implementing our partrcular approach to the
algorithmic gcncration of musrc. l l lore efficicnt
Ianguages such as C or Fortran are not vrable al tcr-
nat ivcs,  s ince they in turn tend to be tocl  low-lcvel
for  the task of  coding a large music cxpcrt  systcm.
At thc outsct  of  our research, rve decidcd to rcprc-
sent musical  knowledge usrng f i rst-orde r  prcdicatc
calculus;  and in orde r  to cope with thc largc com-
putatronal  requircmcnts of  tonal  nrusic gcncrat iotr ,
lve havc dcsrgne d BSL { t }acktrackrng Spccrf icat ion
Language )  (Ebciof lu i9t ]6,  1987a, 1987b, 1988),  a
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new and efficient logic programming language that
is fundamentally different from Prolog. From the
execution viewpoint, BSL is a nondeterministic
Algol-class language where variables cannot be as-
signed more than once except in controlled con-
texts. However, BSL has a desirable relationship
with first-order predicate calculus that makes it a
new kind of logic programming language: namely,
each BSL program corresponds to an assertion in
first-order logic, and executing the BSL program
amounts to proving the corresponding assertion.
More precisely, the semantics of a BSL program F is
defined via a ternary relation V, such that V( F, o, r )
means program F leads to final state r when started
in in i t ia l  state o,  where a state is a mapping trom
variable names to elements of a "computer" uni-
verse, consisting of integers/ arrays, records, and so
on. There is a s imple mapping Iu{u ' ]  that  t rans-
lates a BSL program to a formula of a first-order lan-
guage, such that r/ a BSL program F terminates in
some state cr, then the corresponding first order fr-rr-
mula F' is true in o {where the truth of a formula in
a given state o is evaluated in a fixed "computer"
interpretation involving integers, arrays, records,
and operations on these, after replacing any free
variables x in the formula by o(x )). Thus, success-
fully executing a BSL program without free varr-
ables amounts to constructively proving that the
corresponding first-order sentence is true in the
fixed "computer" interpretation, or in all models of
a suitably axiomatized theory of integers, arrays,
and records.

A formal and rigorous description of BSL, in a
style inspired from {de Bakker 19791, can be found
in {Ebciollu 1987al. To implement BSL on real com-
puters, we wrote a compiler, rn Lisp, that translates
BSL programs into efficient backtracking programs
in C. Except for  a few C rout ines for rcading in thc
melody and for graphrcs,  the CHORAL cxpcrt  sys-
tem has been coded entrreiy in l lSL.

A Knowledge Representation Technique for
Music

An ambit ious music cxpert  systcm somchorv hls
to dcir l  wi th the problcrn of  rcprescntrng a l i r rge
amount of  conrplex mr-rs ical  knowlcdgc. Evcn rvhcn
onc h:rs avoided the approach of  codrng thc rulcs
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directly in a conventional language, and one has
chosen to represent musical knowledge declara-
tively, in logic, the complexity of the knowledge
base may sti l l  be far from being conquered. To rep-
resent substantial amounts of musical knowledge
in first-order logic, it appears necessary to divide up
the logical assertions into groups that observe the
music from multiple viewpoints. Using a small and
nonredundant set of primitive functions and predi-
cates to represent music, although mathematically
appeahng, does not seem to be suitable for express-
ing all the required viewpoints of the music in a
natural way. For example, a set of primitive func-
tions {p,a,d}, that observe each voice as a hnear se-
quence of  notes,  such that p{0,v) ,  p(  l ,v} ,  .  .  .  ,  a(0,v) ,
a(  l ,vf , .  .  . ,  d(0,v) ,  d(  l ,v) , .  .  are the pi tches, acci-
dentals and duratrons of the notes of voice y, would
certainly be sufficient to describe a simple vocal
piece, and would also be suitable for expressing
horizontal, melodic relationships in each voice; but
the same pr imit ives would be somewhat c lumsy for
expressing vertical, harmonic relationships be-
tween voices, srnce thc I th note of onc voice ob-
viously does not in general l ine up with the i th
note of another voice. Similarly, a large-scale work
may require several hierarchical viewpoints that
may constitute successively refined plans of the
piece. So we opted for a knowledge representarion
that used multiple sets of logical primitives to rep-
resent the different viewpoints of thc music. Each
set of primitives was deliberately made richer than
required, by incorporating all the musical attributes
that we felt we could need while writ ing rules.

The viewpoints used by our CHORAL system in-.
c lude one that observes the chord skeleton of  the
chorale, one that observes the individual melodic
lines of the different voices, and another one that
observes the Schenker ian voicc leading within the
descant and bass. The need for usrng mult ip le v iew-
points of  the "solut ion obiect"  has ar iscn in expert
systems ln other domarns as wcl l :  For examplc,  the
Hearsay- l I  speech understanding system (Erman
et al .  1980) obscrved the input ut terance as nutu-
al ly consrstent streanls of  syi lablcs,  rvords,  and
rvord scr luenccs, and thc constrLl l r ) ts systcm ot
ISussman and Stcele 1980) uscd cclurvaient c l rcurts
for obscrving a ,q lvt :n f  r rgntent ot  l rn c lcctrrcai  c i r -
e urt  t r0tn m()re t l tan t rne v icwn()t t t t .

Implementing Multiple Points of View

We now describe one possible way of implementing
multiple viewpoints of the music in BSL. In this
method, which was used in the CHORAL system,
each viewpoint is represented by a different data
structure, typically an array of records {called the
solution array of that viewpoint), which serves as a
rich set of primitive pseudofunctions and predicates
for that view. This multiple view paradigm has the
fol lowing procedural  aspect:  I t  is  convenient to v i -
sualize a separate process for each viewpoint, which
incrementally constructs (assigns to) its solution ar-
ray, in close interaction wrth other processes con-
structing their respective solution arrays. Each
process executes a ser ies of .  generate-and-test  steps.
At the nth generate-and-test step of a process, n :

0, l, . . , a value is selected and assigned to the
nth element of the solution array of the viewpoint,
dependingon the elements0, .  . ,  n -  I  of  the
same solution array, the currently assigned ele-
ments of the solution arrays of other viewpoirrts,
and the program input. The processes bchave some-
what l ike the multiple processes that are schcduled
on a single hardware processor in a timcsharing
operating system. They are arranged in a round-
robin scheduling chain. Each process (irnplemented
as a BSL predicate), whenever it becomcs active {is
given the CPU), f irst attempts to execute zero or
more generate-and-test steps unti l all of its inputs
are exhausted, and then gets blocked, rclinquishing
the CPU to the next process in the chain. Among
the processes, there is a specially designated clock
process, which executes exactly one step when it is
schcduled; al l  other proccsses depend on inputs
produced by this process, and thus become blocked
whcnever they need an input that has not yet been
produced by the clock process. Thus, cach stcp of
the c lock process determines thc total  amount of
work done in onc complcte t r ip around the round-
robin schcduhng chain.  The process schcdul ing
paradigm descnbcd here is backtrackubie,  as cx-
plaincd later.

Knowledge l lase o[  the Vielvpoints

The knowlcdge base of  cach vicwpoint  is  exprcssed

in thrce groLlps of  logic asscrt ions (BSL subforntu-
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las), which determine the way in which the nth
generate-and-test step is executed. l l l  Production
rules: These are the formal analogs of the produc-
tion rules that would be found in a production sys-
tem for a generate-and-test application, such as
Stefik's GAI system, which solves a search prob-
lem in molecular genetics (Stefik 1978|r. The infor-
mal meaning of a production rule is "IF certain
conditions are true about the paftial solution (ele-
ments 0, .  .  .  ,  f f  -  l ,  and the already assigned at-
tributes of element n) and external data structures,
THEN a certain value can be added to the partial
solution (assigned to a group of attributes of ele-
ment n f ." Their procedural etfect is to generate the
possible assignments to element n of the solution
array. l2l Constratnts: These side-effect-free subfor-
mulas assert absolute rules about elements O, . . . ,
n of the solution array, and external data structures.
They have the procedural effect of rejecting certain
assignments to element n of the solution array {this
effect is also called early pruning in AI l i terature

[Hayes-Roth, Waterman, and !.enat l9B3], since rt
removes certain paths from the search tree that are
guaranteed not to lead to any solution). {3) Heuris-
tics: These side-effect-free subformulas assert desir-
able properties of the solution elements O, . , D
and external data structures. They have the proce-
dural effect of having certain assignments to ele-
ment n of the solution array tried before others are.
The purpose of the heuristics is to guide the search
so that the solution first found is a good solution.
Here is how the nth generate-and-test step of a pro-
cess is executed: First, all possible assignments to
the nth element of the solution afi^y are generated
via the production rules. If a candidate assignment
does not comply with the constraints, it is thrown
awa, otherrvise its worth is computed by summing
the weights of the heuristics that it makes true (the
heuristics are rverghted by differenr powers of nvo,
with the most important heur ist ic having the great-
est  weight,  etc.) .  Assuming that at  least  une chorce
was found tor the n rh element,  thc generate-and-
test  step is then compieted by assigning the best
choice to the nth eiement of  thc solut ion array
(rvr th t ies being rcst-r lved ranclomly).  But at  the same
t imc, the current state of  e i i  the proccsses, and the
l ist  of  remarning choices fc l r  t i r is  gcnerate-and-test
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step, are pushed down; so that the current state of

all the processes can later be recovered and the exe-
cution of the current process can be restarted, by
choosing the next best alternative for this generate-
and-test step. Later on, if an impasse is encoun-
tered, that is, some process fails to find any accept-
able values for an element of its solution array,
control returns to the most recent step among the
history of the steps of all the processes, which is
estimated to be responsible for the failure. This is
not necessarily the immediately preceding step,
which could be irrelevant to the failure; BSL uses
an intell igent backtracking algorithm. Execution
then continues with the next best choice at the
step where the return has been made to (assuming
that there is a remaining choice at this step. If there
is none, further backtrackrng occurs).

The generate-and-test method described here
is based on the idea of producing the solution in-
crementally, and backing up where necessary. An
alternative search technique in the field of algorith-
mic music is to repetit ively generate (with a non-
backtracking algorithm) a new random solution and
test it, unti l an acceptable solution is found {e.g.,
Baroni and facoboni l976lt but this latter technique
is diff icult to use when the acceptable solutions are
extremely few in comparison to the generable so-
lutions, which we feel is a common situation in
complex styles of music. Generate-and-test is a ba-
sic search technique used in expert system design
(Hayes-Roth, Waterman, and Lenat 19831. Studies
on other relevant search techniques of artificial in-
tell igence can be found {e.g., Nilsson l97l; Pearl
1983). This style of incorporating heuristics in a
generate-and-test method for producing music, was
used in our ear l ier  str ict  counterpoint  program (Eb-
cioflu 1979, 1980l' and was also independently used
by B. Schottstaedt in another,  larger-scale srr ict
counterpoint  program (Schottstaedt I984).  (Ames
1983) used a s imrlar technique for generat ing music
in a mrlrc contcmporary contr3puntal  sty lc.

In certain cases a vrcwpoint  may be completely
clcpendcnt on another, that is, it may not introduce
nerv choices on i ts own. In the case of  such redun-
dant v iews, i t  rs possrble to maintain severel  v iews

{solut ion arrays} in a s ingie process, provided that
olte mastcr view ts chosen to executc the rlrocess
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step and comply with the paradigm. This can be
done as follows: As soon as a possible assignment
to the nth element of the solution anay of. the mas-
ter viewpoint is generated via the production rules
of the master viewpoint, the subordinate vrews are
tentatively updated according to this new element
of the master viewpoint. The subordinate vrews
can advance by zero, one, or more than one steps,
even though the master view advances by one step.
Then the constraints and heuristics of the subordi-
nate views are used in conjunction with the con-
straints and heuristics of the master view in order
to determine the acceptabil ity of the current tenta-
tive assignment to the nth element of the master
view, and to compute how desirable this assign-
ment is. Note that the subordinate views do not
have production rules, since the new addition to the
master view completely determines all attributes of
the new element(sl of the subordinate views.

In the generate-and-test technique described here,
the heuristics constitute the most crucial ingre-
dient for obtaining musical results. It is known that
absolute rules, such as those found in a treatise, are
not sufficient for producing beautiful music. Com-
posers use much additional knowledge (roughly
termed as "talent") for choosing among the "cor-
rect/ 'extensions of a partial composition at each
stage of the compositional process. While our l im-
ited powers of introspection prevent us from rep-
licating the thought process of such choices in an
algorithm, we coniecture that a good algorithmic
approximation can be obtained by using a large
number of priorit ized heuristics, or recommenda-
tions, based on style-specific musical knowledge. ,
The heur ist ics used in our music generat ion al-
gorithm help to prevent the search process from
taking "cofiect" but unmusical paths (these paths
could easily be followed i{ absolute rules and ran-
dom search were used alonc), and they guide the
music in the preferred direct ion.

The Viewpoints of the CHORAL System

We are now in a posrtion tcl discuss the knorviedsc
models,  or  v iewpoints of  the CHORAL system. The
CHORAL system knowiedge base, which was de-

veloped over a period of several years, is based on

our study of the Bach chorales (Terry 19641, our
personal intuit ions, and traditional theoretical
treatises such as {Louis and Thuil le 1906; Koechlin
1928). We wil l give here only a brief overview of the
knowledge base of CHORAL, which is in reality
very long and complex. The CHORAL system uses
the backtrackable process scheduling technique de-
scribed above to implement the following view-
points of  the chorale.

'fhe chord skeleton view observes the chorale as
a sequence of rhythmless chords and fermatas, with
some unconventional symbols underneath them,
indicating key and degree within key. This is the
clock process, and produces one chord per step. The
primitrves of this view allow referencing attributes
such as the pitch and accidental of a voice v of any
chord n in the sequence of skeletal chords. Al-
though some harmony treatises tend to omit rules
about degree transi t ions (e.g. ,  Dubois l92l) ,  keep-
ing track of the key and degree within key, and im-
posing careful rules for the transitions between the
different degrees, were found to be necessary for
maintaining a solid sense of tonality early during
our research. Without key and degree information,
progressions tend to sound "Gregorian." Similarly,
implementing modulations turned out to be no
simple matter, and a l iteral implementation of the
definit ion of modulation as in a treatise was found
to be too permissive, yielding unacceptable results.
Instead, we have implemented a complex set of pro-
duction rules for generating a set of style-specific
modulating progressions, constraints for f i l tering
out the unacceptable modulating progressions, and
heuristics for choosing the desirable modulating
progressions. In the chord skeleton view we place,
for example, the production rules that enumerate
the possible ways of modulating to a new key, con-
straints about the preparation and resolution of a
seventh in a seventh chord, and heuristics that pre-
fer "Bachian" cadences.

The ti l l- in view observcs the chorale as four
interact ing automata that change statcs in lock-
step, generat ing the actual  notes of  the chorale in
thc form of suspensions/ passlng toncs, and simi-
ler  ornamentat ions,  dcpendrng on the under ly ing
chord skcleton. For each voice v at  f i l l - in step n,

\
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the primitives allow referencing attributes of voice
y at a weak eighth beat and an immediately follow-
ing strong eighth beat, and the new state that voice
v enters at f i l l- in step n (states are suspension, de-
scending passing tone, and normal). At each of its
steps, the fi l l- in view generates the cross product
of all possible inessentiai notes (passing tones,
neighbor notes, suspensions, other chorale-specific
ornamentations) in all the voices, discards the un-
acceptable combinations of inessential notes, and
selects the desirable combinations, via a complex
set of production rules, constraints, and heunstics.

We felt that bold clashes of simultaneous ines-
sential notes were indispensable for achieving the
e{fect of a "Bachran" harmonic-melodic flow. The
harmonizatron task would have been greatly sim-
plif ied if we had avoided simultaneous inessentral
notes, but we felt that we then probably would not
obtain music. Note that precise rules about simul-
taneous inessent ia l  notes were not at  a l l  readi ly
avarlable. The typical treatise on school harmony
gives precise rules on severely restricted fclrms ot
s imultancous inesscnt ia l  notes (c.g. ,  Bi tsch 1957lr .
In other t radi t ional  studies on passing notcs in
Bach, (c.g. ,  Koechl in 1922; McHose 19471authors
tend to merely give examples of clashes of simulta-
neous inessential notes from Bach, which the tal-
ented music student wil l nevertheless digest rn an
unconscious wa, but which are not of surtable pre-
cisron for programming.

The fi l l- in view reads the chord skeleton output.
In this view we place, for example, the production
rules for enumerating the long list of possible in-
essent ia l  note patterns that enable the desirable
bold c lashes of  passing tones, a constraint  about
not sounding the resolution of a suspension above
the suspension, and a heur ist ic on fol lowing a sus-
pension by another in thc same voicc ia l lachian
cl ichel .

The trmc-s/ ice v iew observes thc chorare as d se-
( luencc of  vcrtr .cal  t i rne-sl iccs,  each cl f  rvhrch has a
clurat ion of  an erghth-notc,  and imposcs harmonru
constraints.  Thrs v icrv is redundant rvr th end srrbor-
drnate to t i l l - in.  The prrmrtrvcs oi  thrs vrerv al lorv
rctcrcncing at t r rbutcs sr . rch as the pi tch atrd i rcci-
c lcntal  of  a voice ! ' r r t  r lnv t rmc-sl icc r .  and rvhethcr

a new note of voice v is struck at that t ime-slice. In

this view we place, for example, a constraint about
consccutive octaves and fifths.

The melodtc string view observes the sequence
of individuai notes of the different voices from
a purely melodic standpoint. The primitives of
this view allow referencing attrrbutes such as the
pitch and accrdental of any note i of a vorce v.
The merged melodtc string, view is similar to the
melodic string view, except that the repeated adja-
cent pitches are merged into a single note. The
merged melodic string view was necessary for rec-
ognizing and advising against bad melodic patterns
which are not alleviated even when there are re-
peating notes in the pattern. These vicws are also
rcdundant rvith, and subordinate to fi l l- irr. In these
vicws we piace, for example, a cclnstraint about
sevenths or nlnths spanned in three notes, a heuris-
tic about continuing an t-rngorng lincar progression
in a given voice, and some other highly diff icult
constraints for cntorcing "melodic interest" in the
inner voices.  {Thc melodic interest  constraint  of
the merged melodic string vicw indicates that in
any vorcc, when a note has occurred as a htgh cor-
aer l is  sandwiched between two notcs of  lower
pitchl, thcn it cannot occur as a high corner for at
least two measures. Notes that occur in high-corner
positions are perceived to be more salient than
notcs which arc, e.g., in the middle of a l inear pro-
gression. This rulc prevents the monotony arising
from the repetit ion of the same pitch in the salient
high-corner positions.)

The Schenkerian analysis view is based on our
formal thcory of hierarchical voice leading, rnspired
from (Schenkcr 1979) and also f rom (Lcrdahl  and

fackcndoff 19t33). The core of this theory consists
of  a set  of  rewri t ing rules which, when repeatedly
appl ied to a start ing pattern,  cdn gencrate thc bass
and dcscant l incs oi  a choralc.  Thc Schcnkcnan
analysrs v icrv uses our rervr i t rng rulcs tc l  f ind sepa-
rate parsc t rces fur  the bass and clescent l incs of  thc
chorale,  cmploying a bottom up parsir . rg method,
and using rnany heur ist ics f r l r  choclsrng (anrong thc
ai te rnat ive possiblc act i ( )ns r l t  cJch pi l rscr ste p) thc
act ion that rvotr ld hopefui ly lcacl  to t l ' rc musical ly
most plausrble parsing. Unl i l<c Lcrciehl  lnd Iackcn-
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doff's theory, which is based on a hierarchy of indi-
vidual musical events (e.g., chords, noteheads), our
theory is based on a hierarchy of slurs, and is more
in l ine with Schenker's theory. The discussion of
our voice-leading theory is beyond the scope of this
paper, and the details can be found in (Ebcioflu
1987 al.

The Schenkerian analysis view observes the cho-
rale as the sequence of steps of two nondeterminis-
tic bottom-up parsers for the descant and bass. This
view reads the fi l l- in output. The primitives of this
view allow referencing the output symbols of a
parser step n, the new state that is entered after
exccut ing step n,  and the act ion on rhe stack at
parser step n. The rules and heuristics of this view
belong to a new paradigm of automated hierarchi-
cal music analysis, and do not correspond to any
rules that would be found in a traditional music
theory treatise. In this view we place, for example,
the product ion rules that  enumerare the possible
parser actions that can be done in a given statc, a
constraint about the agrccment betwecn the funda-
mental l ine accidentals and the key of the chorale,
and a heuristic for proper rccognition of shallow
occurrcnces of the Schenkerian D-C-B-C ending
pattern.

The f i l l - in,  t ime-sl ice,  and melodic str ing v icws
are embeddcd in the same process, with fi l l- in as
the master view among them.

The order or scheduling of processes is cyclically:
chord skeleton, f i l l- in, Schenker-bass, Schenker-
descant. Each time chord skeleton is scheduled, it
adds a new chord to the chorale, each time fi l l- in
is schcduled, it f i l ls in the available chords, and .
produces quarterbeats of the actual music unti l no
morc chords irre available. Each time a Schenker
process is schcduled, i t  executes parser stcps unt i l
thc parser input pointer is less than a loolcahcad
window arvay from the cnd of  the currcnt ly avai l -
i lb le notcs for  the dcscant r l r  br tss.  (Thc lookahcad
window graclual ly gre w biggcr as our rdcas cvolvcd,
rrnd i r . r  thc rccent vcrsions, for  the sake of  reducing
modulc s izes,  rve have found i t  cxpcdient to place
thc Schcnkcr f r ( )ce: . iscs tn rr  \ (pJrJrc pustpr()cCSSinq
program that rcads i ts input t rom rr  f i le produced by
thc othcr vrcu's. l  Whcn a proccss does not havc any

available inputs to enable it to execute any steps
when it is scheduled, it simply schedulcs the next
process in the chain without doing anything. The
chorale melody is given as input to the program.

Results and Conclusions

BSL and the CHORAL system are presently run-
ning on the IBM 3081-3090 computers at  the IBM
Thomas f. Watson Research Center, under CMS and
Lisp/VM and the AT&T C compiler. The program
takes as input an alphanumeric encoding of the
chorale melody, and outputs the harmonization rn
conventional music notation, and the hierarchical
voice-leading analysis in slur-and-notehead no-
tation. The output can be viewed on a graphics
screen or can be printed. The inputs typically take
3-30 min of  IBM 308I CPU t ime to get harmo-
nized, but some chorales have taken several hours.
Figures I and 2 show two output cxamples, har-
monizations of chorales no. 286 and no. 75 (Terry

1964).  In these harmonizat ions,  the voices are not
in the proper ranges; but the program writes the
harmonizations in such a way that there exists a
transposition interval that wil l bring them to the
proper ranges. Note that the parallel f ifths between
the soprano and tenor accompanying the anticipa-
tion pattern in the soprano at the end of the second
phrase of no. 75, are allowable in the Bach chorale
style (see, e.9., no. 383 [Tcrry 1964]1. Many more
output examples, and the complete l ist of rules of
the program, can be found in (Ebcioflu 1987a). The
program has presently been tested on over 70 cho-
rale melodies, and has reached an acceptablc level
of competence in its harmonization capabrlit|; we
can say that its competence approachcs that of a
talented student of  music rvho has stucl ied the Bach
chorales.  Whi le the hcurrst ical ly guided gencratc-
and-test  n lethod descr ibcd in th is papcr is not nec-
cssar i ly  an accurate cogni t ivc modcl  of  thc human
composi t ion:r l  process, i t  scems to work,  and i t
sccrns to bc capable of  producing musical  rssul ts.
Wc i ropc that our tcchnrqucs wrl l  be of  r - rsc to rc-
scarchcrs in algor i thmic couptts i t i< ln rvht t  Inay be
scckir tg al tcrnat ivr '  tpproaehes.
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Fig. 1. Output example of
the harmonization of I.S.
Bach's Chorale no. 286.

Chorale no. 286

ig. 2. Output example of
he harmonization of I. S.
ach's Chorale no. 75.

rale no. 75
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